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and the Chiltan Adventurers Association Balochistan (CAAB)
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CELEBRATING 28 YEARS OF OCC/CAAB COLLABORATION

Mohammad Umar Durrani, Oana Chachula,
Simon Brooks, Hyatt Durrani &
Chris Jackson in the Peak Cavern streamway
(Photo: Muhammad Abubakar Durrani)

Simon Brooks receiving the CAAB
Commemorative Shield on behalf of the OCC
to celebrate 28 years of Friendship,
participation and co-operation
(Photo: Muhammad Abubakar Durrani)

Mohammad Umar Durrani, Oana Chachula,
Simon Brooks, Hayat Durrani, Chris Jackson
& Muhammad Abubakar Durrani in the Peak
Cavern streamway.
Photo: Muhammad Abubakar Durrani
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Editor’s bit...
Happy New Year to you all!
Apologies for the delay in the production of this newsletter. I had hoped to have a newsletter out in
early October, but with little caving happening over the summer and me being out of action it was late
December before work resumed. Let’s hope 2019 is a good year.
Karen
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REFURBISHMENT OF ECTON MINE ADIT - JUNE-NOV 2018
(AKA – “What have the Orpheus ever done for Ecton Mine or its Adit?”)
Worked since the Bronze Age, Ecton Mine in Staffordshire
was one of the foremost mines in the British Isles being
exploited by the Duke of Devonshire in the 18th Century
when an estimated 100,000 tons of copper ore was
extracted earning the Duke a small fortune. It is now a
scheduled monument, has the designation of an
Underground SSSI and is under the care of the Ecton Mine
Educational Trust (www.ectonmine.org).

of Derbyshire Geotechnical Ltd regular Operative (Kyle
Robinson) work on the renovating the adit commenced in
early October.
This involved uncovering the adit, rebuilding the bulging
wall and restoring by removing and reinstating a substantial
section of the adit’s first 10m of arched roof using existing
and local stone, all under the supervision and watching
brief of John Barnatt, Archaeologist, formerly the Peak
District National Park Authority’s Archaeologist.

One of the principal access points into the mine complex is
the Ecton Mine Adit and its outflow lies under the remains
of a former creamery. The creamery ceased operating as a
creamery in the 1950s but then found a new life in the
1970s and early 1980s as the Peak District Hut for the
Birmingham Cave & Crag Club. Presided over by John
Coyle, it was well used and from time to time frequented
by members of the Orpheus. In the late 1980s this use
ceased and in the 1990s the roof tiles were taken and the
building fell into a state of disrepair with only the old ‘hutfees safe’ built into the old chimney breast remaining as
testament to its former life.

Uncovering the first 10m of the adit so it could safely be
worked on proved not quite as simple as it appeared. On
day one a 2 Ton 360 Excavator was replaced with much
bigger a 13 Ton 360 Excavator and 4 days later by an even
bigger 21 Ton 360 Excavator due to that fact that the adit
lay much deeper underground than anticipated. With
support from John Barnatt and the Ecton Mine Trust Board,
Historic England were sympathetic to the need for a bigger
excavation with the only casualty being the former
Creamery/ex Birmingham Cave & Crag Hut that was on
top of the excavations and had to go. (Ecton Mine Adit 1 –
Creamery/ex Birmingham Cave & Crag Hut 0, sorry but
the mine was more important).

Alongside this, the outermost 10m of the adit had fallen
into a very poor state of repair with sections of near
collapse with shoring appearing to be the only thing
keeping the adit roof in place and an alarming bulging in
part of the adit wall. Recently the Ecton Mine Trust had
managed to secure funding to renovate the aforementioned
first 10m of the adit and Derbyshire Geotechnical Ltd (a
small Derbyshire based Rope Access Geotechnical
Construction Company of which Orpheus Member, Simon
Brooks, is Managing Director) won the contract to
undertake the repairs.

With support from the Ecton Mine Trust and a fine effort
from Pete and Chris supported by Kyle, along with 360
Excavator input from Martin Wright, John Bardell and
Bo Bates, in just over three weeks the work was complete.
The whole project has proven to be very interesting in that
not only has it uncovered the adit itself (temporarily whilst
it was renovated I hasten to add) but also several secrets
about its past and how the original adit was modified and
extended. The final results are that the outermost section of
the adit is now renovated and in somewhat better shape
than when it was built, access to the main Ecton Mine is
preserved and Pete, myself and a few others have earnt a
little bit more beer money.

Whilst inspecting the state of the adit and its construction in
June 2018, prior to submitting a quote, it was noted that it
was of a dry arch construction of style almost identical to
that found in the Northern Dales, such as Swaledale and
Arkengarthdale. As a consequence this visit was followed
by a quick phone call to Orpheus member Pete Roe to ask
if he was interested, which he was. Pete having lived in
Swaledale since the mid-1980s, had over the years finetuned his stonemasonry skills to become a registered
'Master Crafts Stonemason' with both the CITB and the
Yorkshire Dales National Park. Pete and his able assistant
(Chris Curry) were thus recruited and supplemented by one

Thanks are due to; Nick Hardie (Project Manager on behalf
of the Ecton Mine Trust), John Barnatt (Archaeologist) and
the Ecton Mine Trust Trustees and Board members, all of
whom who have been a pleasure to work with.
Simon Brooks
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PAKISTAN NATIONAL CAVING/SPELEO TEAM VISIT TO
DERBYSHIRE & PARTICIPATION AT HIDDEN EARTH 2018
Between the 19th and 27th September 2018 the Orpheus
hosted a visit by a group of three Pakistani Cavers, namely
Hayatullah Khan Durrani and his two sons Muhammad
Abubakar Durrani and Mohammad Umar Durrani from the
Quetta based Chiltan Adventurers Association, Baluchistan
(CAAB). The links between to Orpheus and the CAAB go
back to 1990 when members of the Orpheus made an
expedition to Pakistan to assess its cave potential. During this
visit time was spent in the Karakoram Mountains in the north,
the Punjab in the east, NW Frontier Province and particularly
in the semi-arid province of Baluchistan and the city of
Quetta. It was in Baluchistan that the most significant caves
were explored and more importantly contact was made with
Hyatt and the Chiltan Adventurers. There then followed a
series of return visits to Pakistan, 1991, 1994, 1997, 2000 and
2006 where in partnership with the CAAB systematic cave
exploration in Pakistan has taken place, which over the years
has yielded 127 surveyed caves with a combined passage
length of 6,230m. In addition to this there have also been four
trips to the UK made by CAAB members, the most recent in
2016 to attend the Eurospeleo Conference in Yorkshire and
this year to attend Hidden Earth.

streamway and a visit to some of the major sites. Hyatt,
Abubakar and Umar thoroughly enjoyed Peak, pausing at
several points along the streamway to take photographs.
On Wednesday 26th Chris came back over to the cottage,
collected Hyatt, Abubakar and Umar and took them over to
the BCA Library at Glutton Bridge where Mary and Jenny
gave them the guided tour. After this they all went over to
Buxton where, curtesy of Alan Walker, they met Oana and all
were treated to a bespoke and very enjoyable tour of Poole’s
Cavern. This was then followed by a bit of shopping in
Buxton before returning to the Hut. On Wednesday evening I
took them over to Bull Pit to meet the digging team and show
them another type of caving activity... ‘digging’. Afterwards
we all retired to the Wanted Inn for the weekly ‘post digging
planning meeting’ as it were.
On Thursday there was a celebratory supper/ceremony at the
Orpheus Caving Club Cottages to mark 28 years of friendship,
co-operation and partnership between the CAAB and the
OCC. Directed by Hyatt who prepared a fine Mutton Kharia
(Traditional Pakistani Curry) and a number of other dishes we
were joined by a number of Orpheus Members and this a
select group sat down to a fine meal. After this there was a
short presentation ceremony where the Orpheus was presented
with a ‘Silver Jubilee Cave Legends Award’ by Hyatt on
behalf of the CAAB (this now resides in the Hut Trophy
Case). Hyatt, Abubakar and Umar were also presented with
certificates to mark their participation at Hidden Earth 2018
and the CAAB, via Hyatt, was presented by Simon with a
trophy from the OCC in the form of a Premier Style Carbide
lamp on a small plinth on which was written “Awarded to the
Chiltan Adventurers Association, Baluchistan, Pakistan to
commemorate the Silver Jubilee Caving Legends Award 2018
(Cavers and Speleologist). Celebrating 28 years of friendship,
co-operation and partnership”. Later that evening friends from
Leicester arrived and Hyatt, Abubakar and Umar said their
goodbye and left for the second part of their visit which was
sightseeing and a visit to London.

Hyatt, Abubakar and Umar along with Hyatt’s wife, Mubarak
and his daughter ZamZam arrived at London Heathrow in the
evening of Thursday 20th September. Meeting them at the
airport, Hyatt’s wife and daughter went to stay with friends in
London and Hyatt, Abubakar, Umar and I drove north to Peak
Dale. Friday 21st September saw Hyatt, Abubakar and Umar
resting at my house and in the late afternoon we all, along with
Oana, loaded the kit into my car and drove south to The
Churchill Academy on Mendip for Hidden Earth 2018.
As we arrived it started raining and this was to be the norm up
until Sunday afternoon. Despite the damp making the
camping a ‘little less than pleasant’ the tents stood up well and
Hidden Earth, as usual, was great with Hyatt, Abubakar and
Umar attending many lectures, the Hidden Earth Dinner and
the Saturday Evening Stomp. On the evening of Sunday 23rd
Hyatt, Abubakar, Umar, Oana and I joined Chris Howes,
Judith Calford, David (Cookie) Cooke, Ralf the owner and
manufacturer of Scurion Lights, and Vern, who now owns
Speloproducts at a fine little Curry house in Bamwell where
we had an excellent meal whilst giving time for the traffic on
the M5 north to die down.

It was good to welcome Hyatt, Abubakar and Umar back to
the UK again and to host their visit. Clearly they had a good
time and all being well it will be possible to make a return
visit to Pakistan and Baluchistan at some time in the not too
distant future.
Many thanks to Mary Wilde and Jenny Potts for hosting the
group at the BCA Library, Alan Walker, Poole’s Cavern
Manager, for arranging the Poole’s Cavern visit and Chris
Jackson for providing transport and assisting with activities on
the Wednesday.

Monday 24th saw Hyatt, Abubakar and Umar chilling at Peak
Dale and in the evening we all went over to the OCC Cottage
were we cooked a meal. They stayed at the Hut and I returned
home. After work on Tuesday afternoon I collected them
from the Hut, after sort them out with kit, picked up Oana
from Peak Dale and meeting Chris Jackson in Castleton we
headed into Peak Cavern for an evening splash down the main

Simon Brooks
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NEW CAVES IN THE WORMHILL AREA
Small Knowle End Quarry Cave/Pot (Dig)
NGR SK 09435 78819
Altitude 325m
Length 11.83m
Vertical Range 7.8m
Clearly visible on the SE face of Small Knowle End Quarry
and awkward climb of 2.5m gives access to a keyhole entrance
1.8m wide by 1.9m wide. This opens into a square passage
(2.2m wide by 1.6m high) with a flat bedding roof and a
shallow trench in the floor that runs for 4m in a SW direction
to a small chamber some 2.5m dia. In the floor is a narrow
excavated rift pot (1.8m x 0.8m) that has been dug to a depth
of just over 7m. Above the pot is a wooden beam and the
remains of a hauling system. Could be dug further. It is
believed that this cave was dug/extended by Eldon PC
members in the 1990s until they were politely told to stop.

A few newish caves in the Wormhill Area (or at least they
have failed to get a mention in COPD, thus far!).
Since living in Peak Dale I have made a few forays into the
surrounding area and visited the following caves, most of
which are known, but for some reason have failed to get into
the Caves of the Peak District.
Great Rocks Dale (North) Quarry Cave
NGR SK 09616 76149
Altitude 331m
Length 4.2m
Vertical Range 5m
An impressive keyhole entrance, visible from the
Waterswallow to Wormhill Road, is situated near the top of a
minor face on the Eastern side of Great Rocks Dale (North)
Quarry. The entrance is 5m high and 1.4m wide and the
passage within rises steeply upwards to the NNW to close
after 4.2m at a point where the floor meets the roof. Ending in
a small alcove that sometimes contains a large bird’s nest.
Most likely a remnant cave with very minimal prospects for
further extension, although the view from the entrance is quite
spectacular.

Small Knowle End Quarry Cave (possible dig)
NGR SK 09399 76757
Alt 323m
Length 2.7m
Vertical Range 1m
On a small ledge some 20m up the SE side of Small Knowle
End Quarry a small entrance (0.9m x 0.5m) gives access to
small passage that continues into the hill for 2.7m to a
sediment fill. Could be dug although access arrangements for
the quarry are unknown.

TRIP REPORTS - MAY TO OCTOBER 2018
Sunday, 20 May - Agen Allwedd

Sunday, 14 July - Oxlow Caverns

It was another warm sunny day which made for a very
pleasant walk along the tramway to the cave. As a group of 8
there were a lot of us to make very fast progress through the
entrance series but we kept together as far as Baron's
Chamber. We left Pete and the Aussies at this point so they
could explore the main passage along to the music stand.
The rest of us left the main passage a short way along through
the short crawl on the right to reach the main stream passage.
We had a vague aim of doing the inner circle. Our progress on
through the second boulder choke and on to northwest
junction took us longer than we thought. It had taken us more
than 2½ hours by this point. It was Sunday and we didn't
fancy a really long trip. We decided to have a wander down
the main streamway and explore cascade passage. The best
part, the cascade, is where it meets the main streamway after
that it quickly becomes much narrower. Paul and I followed it
for about 50m then headed back to the others.
It was time to head back. We made good time on the way
back with no problems. We checked the log book at the
entrance to make sure Pete and the Aussies were out. We met
the Aussies on the tramway. They had been into Eglwys Faen.
TUG: 5 hours - Pete Wagstaff & Australian cavers –
Justin Wilkinson, Rob Scorce-Chen & Geoffrey McDonnell.
Paul Thorne, Robert & Hywel Protheroe-Jones & Phil Wall.
Phil Wall

This was my second trip with the club as a prospective
member. The plan was to meet at the cottage at 10am. I was
pleasantly surprised to actually find the cottage on my first
attempt, something that is not often achieved if the various
online caving chat rooms/other club reports are to be believed.
No sooner had I parked up, than Pete appeared and said ‘right
we’re off, put your kit in Andy’s car’ and I was whisked away.
We duly arrived at Rowter Farm where Pete jumped out and
paid the access fee whilst we continued up the road to the
usual layby, which was empty. The day was hot like it had
been for the last month or so and the sweat was pouring when
we reached the entrance shaft. Keith and Paul had entered
earlier to commence rigging operations.
It had, for me, been a long time since I had done Oxlow and
indeed any caving on a regular basis ( due to a young family)
so the route felt strangely familiar but new which is great as I
will be hopefully be able to enjoy all the classic trips as I did
the first time round. Anyhow, steady and uneventful progress
was made down the cave, the pace enabling me to appreciate
the endeavours of the miners and wonder at how entry might
have been gained to the hugely impressive West Chamber as
well as marvel at the work done by Ben Bentham, Eldon and, I
believe, Orpheus in the past at climbing and surveying the
various 300ft avens; surely a route exists to the surface which
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would be a fantastic abseil should that be ever found/dug - a
medium Titan!
A quick jaunt was made up to the connection crawl to the final
pitch of Maskhill where a reasonable flow of water was falling
into the sump despite the bone dry months we seemed to have
experienced. The group then returned to West Chamber and
had one final look before heading off back to the surface. I
mentioned to Pete (at least I could not recall) that I had never
been in East Chamber, so when we arrived there the rope was
rigged and I went down and had a look together with Andy
and Alan ( if my memory is correct). The cave was then
derigged by Pete and bags handed to Alan and myself to exit
the mine/cave. I was quite breathless coming out of the short
entrance shaft and I felt I might spontaneously combust;
perhaps my new PVC oversuit was not the best choice on such
a warm day, I thoroughly enjoyed the trip.
TUG: 3 hours – Keith Slatcher, Paul Lydon, Pete Wagstaff,
Andy Cavill, Sam Garrad & Alan Hatton.
Sam Garrad

fortunately Keith’s Simple was the correct size (my Stop
would not budge it).
It was a bit fathy opening the gate and Chris managed to drop
the very heavy padlock on his finger whilst trying to lock the
gate, which is awkward so be careful. Once locked we
splashed through a few shallow pools until we reached the
route down the Great Staircase, a steep descent with slate steps
and a low rope ‘hand line to aid balance. This section took us
to the first easy traverse, which then led to the first zip line
across a large void. The pulleys we used were predominantly
Petzl being the tandem cable and the tandem cable speed the
difference being the speed by which you accelerated across the
zip wires. For the tyroleans in this mine the speed is the best
as it generally got you to the other side in one go and as some
members discovered on a number of the wires with plenty of
kinetic energy left, necessitating the need to ensure your boots
were forward facing and able to meet the ensuing wall. I
initially used the slower cable pulley and generally needed to
haul myself across a quarter of the remaining wire, lighter
cavers would probably end up in the middle.
We then headed down wandering through passages that
opened out into huge hewn out chambers, encountering
various zip wires across large voids. At the ‘bottom’ we had
to traverse across deep-ish pools, which using fixed aids
enabled you to keep out of the water. At the end of this
section we began to look for the via ferrata and eventually
found this section when we noticed what looked like a oddly
angled zip wire high in a chamber. Andy recalled that there
was a ‘walk the plank’ off one of the zip lines and shining our
lights into the ceiling some 20m above us we could make out
the silhouette of the plank so we knew we were then close to
the climb up. We continued along the passage and found the
via ferrata ascending a steep slope with a traverse to the left
into an area where we had a short break for snacks.
A few more zip wires before further ascents brought us close
to the steep mechanical incline that runs through the mine and
which provides a good reference point. There were also a
couple of very interesting wooden bridges to cross, one of
which just had two substantial tree trunks to shuffle along. I
found that particular obstacle a little unnerving, particularly as
it seemed to flex and rotate a little the further you went across
the void it was spanning.
After we had finished the zip wires and climbs we went off in
search of the Lost World an area of the mine, which is
currently being dug, and repudiated to contain various
artefacts and items of interest. This section is in the large
chamber just beyond the crossroads where you head down the
Great Staircase. You find it by crossing the chamber over
breakdown on the left hand-side. You will know when you
are there as the diggers have installed electrical lighting along
the passageway, though this naturally requires a generator so it
was not working on our visit. The passage goes past some
pretty impressive (scary) areas where the slate is held up by
timber posts and old railway lines. At some point there will be
a massive collapse here as a number of the posts were
decaying and bending under the immense weight they were
holding back.
Just after this section our route required a 40ft abseil/climb to
where various tunnels led off. These were all explored to a
conclusion, one passage led to an ongoing very long term dig
with huge areas of slate being cleared/banged and another
passage led to a section strangely decorated with slimy black/
brown deposits. There was also an old lamp and a section

Saturday, 4 August - Cwmorthin Mine
The Friends of Cwmorthin Slate Quarry website
http://www.cwmorthin.org has lots of useful information
including schematics plans and a Technical Guide on the
traverses, climbs and zip-lines. Below is a link to that guide:
http://www.cwmorthin.org/cwmorthin_slate_quarry_technical
_guide.pdf
Background (my highlights)
Cwmorthin Slate Quarry is a large and spectacular disused
slate mine of Victorian age that provides potentially years of
exciting exploration opportunity at all levels from simple
walk-around trips to complex and committing SRT routes. It
is enjoyed by a large contingent of recreational explorers but
also sees use as a training and assessment venue for aspiring
instructors, a practice venue for rescue teams and even as a
recording location for television and film companies. It is also
used for advanced underground exploration trips by local
adventure company ‘Go Below’ who lease the mine for the
purpose.
As part of this role, the mine has been very well equipped with
abseils, traverses, zip lines, ladders, tyroleans and so forth to
provide access to otherwise hard (or impossible) to reach
areas. This infrastructure is freely available for others to use
to explore and enjoy the mine, provided that it is done safely,
competently and in accordance with the guidelines presented
in this document. Virtually all technical infrastructure within
the mine is located in the Lower Back Vein workings.
The Trip
A day trip to North Wales meant an early start for the 3 hour
drive and the need to pick up the key for the gated entrance
from the Go Below Conwy Falls Office and cafe (Betws-yCoed) at 9am. The team all met at the Cafe at Tanygrisiau for
breakfast which was rather nice and cheap (I am from
Yorkshire!). We then made our way to the parking area
passing a number of paying clients walking up the steep road
(perhaps you have to pay more for a ride). The weather was
quite warm and the start of the walk is very steep so it was
with some relief to arrive at the entrance which was emitting
an amazingly cool wind. The team put their remaining kit on
and then promptly waited for me to sort out my harness out
which was twisted and required the maillon to be undone
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cordoned off with slate (of course) where the imprints of the
miners clogs could be clearly seen.
A quick check of the watch showed we had been underground
for around 5 very enjoyable hours and it was time to leave in
order that we could return the key by 5pm. The exit from
section was much quicker than we expected and within 30
mins we were back at the entrance where we emerged into
bright sunshine and a pleasant temperatures.
Once changed we headed back to the Conywn Cafe to hand in
the key and have some refreshments before heading off home.
A long but thoroughly enjoyable day was had by all.
Group:
Pete Wagstaff, Andy Cavill, Chris Jackson,
Keith Slatcher & Sam Garrad
Sam Garrad

Saturday, 6 October - Rowter Hole
We left from the Cottage to Rowter Farm in the heart of the
Peak District. Once we arrived there, we changed.
Being equipped, we walked to the mine shaft that allows
access to the caves. Paul started the descent and we all
followed, Pete coming down last. The descent of a perfectly
vertical pitch of 65 metre with a single fractionation [rebelay]
is not my cup of tea!
Then we went down the P15. This pitch was completely
cleared by cavers. In descending this pitch, there is a narrows
where Sam could not pass. So he gave up.
The pitches were difficult, but fortunately I'm skinny.
At the top of the P50 (number 7) we stopped. We thought
there was a rope to get down this pitch but in fact, there was
only the top rope. So we turned back.
I prefer the P65 of the entrance going up. It's more physical
but that makes it less frightening.
TUG: 5 hours - Joseph Fonlupt (SGCAF), Pete Wagstaff,
Paul Thorne, Sam Garrad, Keith Slatcher & Gareth Harrison.
Joseph Fonlupt

The following two write-ups were written by a visiting
French speleologist, Joseph Fonlupt. The write-ups were
written in French, translated using Google and some small
amendments made by myself, so apologies for any
inaccuracies, Joseph!

Saturday, 13 October - Rhino Rift

Sunday, 30 September - Knotlow Cavern

We were staying at the Mendip Caving Group cottage and
after packing all the ropes in 2 tackle bags we prepared to
walk to Rhino Rift. Storm Callum was raging but proved to
be warm, about 18C, and windy but not wet. Mick Hogg was
also staying at the cottage this weekend. He decided to go
walking today and left earlier than us. We met him at the head
of Velvet Bottom. At the junction to Black Rock we took the
right hand valley uphill into Long Wood following the valley
bottom path and then the left hand branch to the entrance to
Rhino Rift. It was about a 50 minute walk from the MCG
cottage.
Pete rigged the 3 pitches. At the bottom of the 3rd pitch the
rift narrowed considerably, so we squeezed our way down. A
short drop with an in-situ handline and we continued down to
the top of the last pitch. This was pre-rigged with another
handline to the very narrow pitch head and a partially knotted
rope for the main drop. This was about 4m. We could abseil
the narrow first part then where it opened out had to remove
our descender to use the knotted part of the rope for the last
couple of metres.
There was a dig at the bottom of the rift. A notice said it was
an active dig as of 2016, however there was very little
evidence of anything happening now.
The exit from this narrow rift was very energetic but the 3
main pitches were straight forward.
We were out by about 4pm. It was still windy but not as bad
as during the walk in. We walked back to the cottage via
Lower Farm and Charterhouse. We stopped to look at the 2
Charterhouse lead smelting flues built on the rising valley
floor. Looking from the uphill end we could see daylight at
the far end. They seemed about 100m long but were gated so
we couldn't walk down to have a good look. The stone work
looked in pretty good condition and we were surprised at how
Cont’d on page 13

I drove with Pete Wagstaff from the club cottage. When we
arrived near the mine access shaft, we changed. Then with the
help of an adjustable spanner Pete unscrewed the nut of the
entrance grille.
In England, some landowners allow speleologists access to
mines and natural galleries. Access is allowed with the
condition that all possible entrances are locked by an
irremovable means for a simple hiker.
Then my companion started to equip the entrance pitch (P20
approx). Having passed last I had the duty to close the access
gate behind me. It's not in my culture.
After descending the two pitches we arrived in a large
chamber with a waterfall. After setting up, Pete and I went
down to the waterfall. At this place was the foundations of a
pump from the beginning of the 20th century.
Pete then brought me to the beginning of a narrow gallery
[coffin level] dug by hand by the miners. In this gallery, the
water coming from the waterfall flowed towards the
continuation of the network. Pete warned me that the rest
would be wet! Indeed the gallery was flooded and I had water
to the kidneys.
Then we visited other galleries of mines and other pitches.
We turned around. On the way back to the top of the
waterfall, Pete asked me if I could find the way back. I told
him that I could do it. I fell into the trap. My companion
reassured me and told me that I will not be the last person to
get to this place.
Then we came out again. Chris Jackson (Orpheus Caving
Club) was waiting for us to take some pictures. We then
returned to the Cottage to enjoy a well-deserved dinner! The
fire crackled in the meeting room and the lamb was famous.
TUG: 3 hours - Joseph Fonlupt (SGCAF), Pete Wagstaff
(Orpheus Caving Club)
Joseph Fonlupt
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CWMORTHIN - SATURDAY, 4 AUGUST 2018

Keith Slatcher & Sam Garrad
crossing a traverse
(Photo: Andy Cavill)

Sam Garrad, Chris Jackson &
Pete Wagstaff on the traverse
(Photo: Andy Cavill))

Andy Cavill and the “Warning, No Stupid
People Beyond This Point” sign
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REFURBISHMENT OF ECTON MINE ADIT

Adit condition before renovation

Extent of excavations required to undertake
renovation
(Photo: Simon Brooks)

Birmingham Crag & Cave Hut, RIP
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(Photo: Simon Brooks)

REFURBISHMENT OF ECTON MINE ADIT

15 Oct - Pete Roe directing reconstruction of
first section of the adit
(Photo: Simon Brooks)

2 Nov - Refurbished gates and landscaping
(Photo: Simon Brooks)

5 Nov - Refurbished gates and landscaping
(Photo: Simon Brooks)

Landscaping and remains of BCC Hut
(Photo: Simon Brooks)
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FRENCH CAVER, JOSEPH FONLUPT, VISITS THE UK

Joseph prusiking up the Knotlow
entrance shaft
Photo: Chris Jackson

Joseph emerging from the Knotlow
entrance shaft
Photo: Chris Jackson

Joseph emerging from the Knotlow
entrance shaft
Photo: Chris Jackson

Pete Wagstaff prusiking up the Knotlow
entrance shaft
Photo: Chris Jackson
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TRIP REPORTS - OCTOBER TO DECEMBER 2018
Cont’d from page 8... clean they were on the inside.
I think this was the slightly shorter route as it took about 50
minutes to walk back to the cottage and this included being
uphill and time spent looking at the chimneys.
Thanks to Pete for doing the rigging. A good trip and quite
different for a Mendip cave.
TUG: 4 hours - Pete Wagstaff & Phil Wall
Phil Wall

TUG 3.5 hours -– Phil Wall, Mick Hogg & Pete Wagstaff.
The MCG cottage has now a re-vamped kitchen, improved
changing rooms, showers and the bunk rooms have sinks! A
very pleasant place to stay, but a distance to the pub. So we
drove to the Hunters which never seems to change, still a
proper pub.
Pete Wagstaff

Saturday, 13 October - Rhino Rift

Sunday, 25 November - Long Churn

Staying at the Mendip hut at the top of Burrington Combe let
us have a pleasant walk from the hut to the cave down past the
old lead chimneys serving the lead workings in Velvet
Bottom. Both tunnels seem in good condition when viewed
from the top gates showing daylight about 60m from our
viewing point.
However we continued down Velvet Bottom and then right
into the forest just before the Cheddar Gorge walk. After only
15 mins the split in the forest soon led us to Rhino Rift.
A good sign in the Mendips is that most of the caves have a
name plate, so unlikely to get it wrong. This being the first
visit since it was re-bolted. The entrance traverse is much the
same but from there it is a conglomeration of eco hangers
making good fun in the rigging, rather than the basic original
rigging. If this was Yorkshire you do think there would have
been lots more rope swinging from pitch to pitch. However an
easy descent through the top section and then into the tight
section, with hand lines in place making a quick descent to the
bottom. The bottom seemed different 15 years ago.
So we ascended and arrived in daylight back in the forest for a
40min walk back to the hut in bright weather. Phil made a
wonderful stew tea and then we motored over to Priddy village
hall to see the St Cuthbert film made by the Freemans, this
was well attended and even had ice creams sales at half time.
Excellent quality and a good historical content, acknowledging
the old diggers, although Mick was disappointed that he did
not appear as he had spent a few digging trips down there in
the 1970s.
TUG: 4 hours - Phil Wall, Pete Wag and surface attendance of
Mick Hogg
Pete Wagstaff

A bright sunny morning, 4˚C, with the lightest shower away
towards Ingleborough producing a full rainbow over Hortonin-Ribblesdale. We drove the short distance from the
Bradford Pothole Club cottage and parked in the usual place
for Alum and Long Churn on the lane just outside Selside
village. At the relatively early hour of 10:30 there was only
one other vehicle parked in the lane.
Pete went to pay the trespass fee at the farm house and then
we walked up the lane to the cave. We stopped to have a look
over the wall at the water flowing into Alum. The water levels
seemed quite low. We inspected the entrance to Diccan before
climbing over the style to the Lower Long Churn entrance. A
couple of other cavers were just coming out of the upstream
entrance asking if we knew the way into Lower Long Churn.
They seemed apprehensive about taking the wrong turn and
finding themselves in Diccan Pot.
We led the way downstream, very quickly arriving at Dam
Pool and the junction to Diccan. We helped them across
Double Shuffle and Plank Pools. At the junction with the dry
route up to the entrance of Diccan Pot we left them to carry
on. We dropped our tackle bags there and followed this
stooping passage which gradually reduced in height until
finally a short flat out crawl brought us to the stream in
Diccan.
On a previous Yorkshire trip Keith had suggested this was a
possible 'dry' route into Lower Long Churn in high water.
While the connecting passage would probably remain dry in
most conditions I wouldn't contemplate the short distance
from Diccan entrance to the junction in anything but low to
medium water conditions.
We retraced our steps and went down the letter box to the
dolly tubs pitch. The other cavers were rigging the main pitch
so I rigged the alternative route down to the balcony. What a
great view into Alum Pot! This was my first trip in Lower
Long Churn, so while I've seen photographs of the view, it
was great to experience it for real. I could see the Alum
waterfall at the far side of the daylight entrance pitch and
another waterfall just to my left going down the Greasy Slab.
Pete pointed out the traverse route to the Bridge, the route
down the Greasy Slab and the rebelay point for the main route
down Alum.
On the return we squeezed our way through the Cheese Press.
Here we met a Bradford Pothole Club member who was
leading a novice group.
We gave them plenty of
encouragement to get through the Cheese Press. They
certainly needed it as they all had a few false starts.

Sunday, 14 October – GB
Lots of rain and wind encouraged us to use the car and wander
over to the blockhouse from Manor House Farm. Mick was
stopped in his tracks by the steepness of the entrance so he
retreated whilst we ascended the ladder into the Devils Elbow
route.
Thankfully the inclined slab had an in-situ rope that allowed a
body belay for the 2m drop. Down into the main passage
under the bridge and down to Bat Passage with an audience
watching whilst Phil ascended with our ladder. Soon into the
main chamber but had no joy in finding the back route into the
top of the big chamber and did not generate the enthusiasm to
attempt the traverse up so we retreated and took the low crawl
entrance out to meet Mick at the field entrance to take us back
to the MCG cottage. Thankfully now in hazy sunshine.
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We exited via Diccan, dropped the tackle bags there and
carried on upstream back into Lower Long Churn. We
climbed the water shute to bypass the open entrance and
carried on to follow the water into Upper Long Churn. A
short way up stream is an oxbow which leads to the dry canal
which we followed back down to Lower Long Churn, just
downstream of Dam Pool.
Heading back upstream again, this time we followed it all the
way to Dr Bannister's Handbasin. Approaching the pool we
spent some time looking at the curtains that had formed on the
flat bedding plane roof. We climbed the water chute and the
short way out to the entrance.
A great little trip with plenty of time to explore most of the
side routes in the cave.
TUG: 2½ - hours Pete Wagstaff & Phil Wall
Phil Wall

We made our way down through Mud Hall to see the upstream
and downstream sumps, the downstream had backed up quite a
way, it was up to my ozone layer by the nice flowstone on the
left.
On the return I headed up T’Owd Man’s Rift. It wasn’t quite
what I remembered from the 80s but the mud was the same,
we ventured up the slippery hand-line right to the top to see if
any progress had been made on the connection with Mud Hall;
there hadn’t and we headed back to the streamway for a wash.
Heading out the way we came to the first pitch Pete went up
the pitch we rigged while I used the traverse and climbed back
up the oxbow to meet him, having found a wider way up for
the ‘stouter’ types!
Heading back towards the entrance I climbed up the pitch Pete
had rigged after bypassing Idiot’s Leap to recover the rope,
using it as a pull through hand line to get back down as it was
too wide to chimney. All gear stowed we headed out.
TUG: ~3 hours - Pete Wagstaff & Andy Cavill
Andy Cavill

Sunday, 2 December - P8
Pete and I went down P8 for a look around! I wanted to go up
T’Owd Man’s Rift to see what was happening up there as I’d
not been up there since the 80s and Pete wanted to find the
high-level route bypassing Idiot’s Leap and do the true second
pitch.
We met up at the club and got to the P8 car park around 11am.
On arrival at the entrance there was a moderate amount of
water pouring down the hole but not enough to get it down our
necks.
The high-level route through the ‘flats’ is apparently just after
you drop into the streamway up to the left, we found a way up
through a bolder choke to a tight way on to the right and an
even tighter way on to the right but lower down. After
searching for alternatives Pete slithered through the high route
and dropped down, I could see his light through the lower
route and started down but was told it would be too tight when
I got down there so left Pete to explore and went back to the
streamway to find another way up. Not much further down
there was an easy climb up to the right and passageway taking
me to some P bolts high above Idiots Leap. The intention was
to drop down much further past this point but the high-level
traverse from this point was very exposed so I rigged a pull
through to drop down to the bottom of Idiots Leap and waited
at the top for Pete.
After a while Pete appeared at the bottom and I abseiled down
and pulled the rope down after me, Pete had found a way
through and had rigged a pitch from the roof of the stream way
further down, off a plate hanger and a P bolt, which we left in
place and continued down.
Just before the first pitch we climbed the oxbow to the right to
do the big pitch to the centre of the chamber, I had noticed on
the rigging guide there was another P hanger beyond the ones
we usually used, Pete found it and we went off that one. The
only issue was that it was like a horizontal tube to the head of
the pitch, so I had to go feet first and thread them down the
pitch, having put my rack on first! On sliding down the hole I
found that there wasn’t actually much space vertically either
and got a bit wedged until I could rearrange some gear and
bounce my way through the constriction to a lovely free hang
into the spray below.
Pete wanted to do the true second pitch, as we usually do the
old iron ladder pitch, so followed the stream down to that and
swung across to the climb up.

Sunday, 16 December - Knotlow Climbing
Shaft
Through Jenny we had a caver from Lichfield who wanted to
do some Derbyshire caving by the name of Ollie. He is a
member of Dudley CC and only had a little experience of SRT
in South Wales.
We met up at the club and decided on Knotlow Climbing
Shaft as a good one for him to do, having three different types
of pitches and some water to play in.
I rigged the first pitch and headed down while Pete ensured
Ollie was geared up and talked him through getting on to the
rope safely. I waited at the bottom of the pitch ready to pull
on the rope if Ollie was going too fast. I shouldn’t have
worried as Ollie appeared in a very controlled manner.
I headed down to rig the short traverse and the second pitch
with the deviation, a good first deviation for Ollie as you can
sit down next the deviation and swap it over, another smooth
abseil.
Once Pete was down we headed off down to Chain Passage
where we explained the topography and why we could hear
the water, then carried on down to show him the entrance to
the Bung Series and onward to the head of Waterfall Chamber.
Pete took the lead and rigged a short traverse and the highlevel deviation so you could put your descender on the lower
side of the deviation without having to traverse too far out.
There was a lot of water coming out of the waterfall so Pete
added another deviation on the left wall to keep us out of the
spray.
Ollie headed down next with Pete helping him to get to the
deviation by pulling on the rope, Ollie clipped in and after a
bit of fiddling (like you do) past the deviation and down to the
floor. I followed trying to get some good footage of the
waterfall with my GoPro (I’ll put it on Facebook when I’ve
edited it).
Pete took Ollie to see the resurgence beyond the pump pipe
and then the coffin level, I headed up first to watch Ollie when
he got up each pitch and we headed out.
TUG: ~ 3 hours - Pete Wagstaff, Andy Cavill &
Ollie Woodward.
Andy Cavill
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FROM THE LOG BOOK
the main chamber is robust, but not anchored top or bottom, so
starting the descent is interesting.
Visited West Chamber to see very little water running in
Maskill’s last pitch.
Followed Keith and Paul out to another warm summer’s day.
TUG: 4 hours – Keith Slatcher, Paul Lydon, Sam Garrad,
Andy Cavill, Alan Hatton & Pete Wagstaff.
Pete Wagstaff

COTTAGE UPDATE
Friday, 6 July 2018
Gas left on from last week and fridges closed! Interesting
mould growing in Member’s fridge, must remember to open
fridge doors when departing.
Pete Wagstaff

VISIT
Sunday, 8 July 2018
Had a ride round Staffordshire looking for Waterways Swallet
to repair the gate, but Pete took us in the wrong direction and
we ended up miles away.
I have emptied my locker upstairs and taken my caving tackle
out so that it is spare if anyone wants to take it over.
I have a new friend now who never leaves my side even at
night time – his name is Arthur, Arthur Ritus.
So my caving days are over unless someone finds something
exciting, then I will come and have a look.
Mick Chambers

Friday, 24 August 2018
I have enjoyed coming back to the cottages this year and the
warm welcome was absolutely lovely. Seeing Dick, Pete, Ken
and Eileen was most enjoyable. Thank you for making me an
Associate member. I look forward to the magazines in
Australia.
Helen

KNOTLOW CAVERN
Saturday, 25 August 2018
After a long spell of not caving, Paul and I had been to
Mouldridge Mine a couple of weeks ago and decided it was
time for an SRT trip.
We descended to Waterfall Chamber – an uneventful trip and
enjoyable, though unsurprisingly it was hard work.
Paul Lydon & Karen Slatcher
Karen Slatcher

MANIFOLD VALLEY
Friday, 13 July 2018
Surface check along the Manifold to find entrances. Darfar,
Moonmilk and Riverside are all within 10m of each other.
Found the two grills in the riverbed for Riverside, but not
Darfar.
Wandered down river and found 12 riverbed
digs/potholes in total, all in different states. Down to the
junction with the Hamps and up to Throwley Hall and back
over the hill to the River Hamps and our first tea room stop.
Down the Hamps and back along the Manifold Way looking
for Limepits Shaft about Swainley Hall – no joy so wandered
back to Wetton Mill along the old railway.
Pete Wagstaff & Paul Thorne
Pete Wag

DARFAR POT
Sunday, 26 August 2018
After completing the top half bolting programme, descended
to the Glory Chamber and although the streamway was clean
the surrounding area was mud-covered. Looked down to the
lower Glory Chamber, but more mud and water. Not a
pleasant place, reminds me of a large mud-covered boulder
choke.
TUG: 2½ hours - Pete Wagstaff
Pete Wagstaff

TITAN TO PEAK CAVERN
Saturday, 14 July 2018
Dave, Charles and Paul descended Titan and went out through
Peak Cavern, leaving Titan rigged. Water levels very low –
the Speedwell Canal was a dry gravel bed at the grill at the
end of the show mine. Bung ladder climb (new ladder) also
almost dry. Colostomy Crawl seemed to have got longer!
Main Peak Cavern streamway also very low.
Pete & Keith followed us into Titan to explore the traverse at
the Event Horizon, then de-rigged.
TUG: 4 hours – Dave Phillips, Charles Bailey, Paul Thorne,
Keith Slatcher & Pete Wagstaff.
Paul Thorne

KNOTLOW CLIMBING SHAFT
Sunday, 30 September 2018
An introduction to Derbyshire caving/mine exploration to
Joseph Fonlupt (French student at Derby University). Joseph
was surprised at our access agreements with land owners to
enter mines, as this is forbidden in France.
Down the usual route and watching him swing across the
Waterfall Pitch gave me confidence for next week’s Rowter
Hole trip.
At the bottom he wanted/expected more, so we stooped down
the sough through to Four Way Shaft, through the silted
passage to the wooded shaft and the flooded sump. Back out
to sunshine and Chris Jackson who was taking photos of our
ascent to surface.
TUG: 3 hours - Pete Wagstaff & Joseph Fonlupt
Pete Wagstaff

OXLOW CAVERN
Sunday, 15 July 2018
Trip to East Chamber to see if anything remains of the lower
dig. Area is now tackle free and the loose boulders make
crawling into the streamway difficult. The ladder down from
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MASSON MINE

BONFIRE NIGHT

Wednesday, 3 October 2018
Checking some eco-hanger numbers for DCA gave me a
chance to find the sisal rope shaft entrance to the main access
area in Masson. Failed to find where this came out so entered
the west quarry face crawling entrance and crawled to the top
of the shaft, completed the number taking and exited.
Will locate the bottom of the shaft another day! The entrance
to the quarry floor has now been totally disturbed by
earth/boulder moving and tree felling. Lots of frees for fire
wood if willing to transport large distances
TUG: 2½ hours - Pete Wagstaff
Pete Wagstaff

Saturday/Sunday, 3/4 November 2018
OCC Bonfire Bash. A goodly number of folks out but some
familiar faces missing. All fed well on the traditional chilli
and baked spuds concocted by Eileen and Jenny. Many thanks
to all those who did the washing up!
A good collection of fireworks, but a howling wind sent the
bonfire horizontal. See you next year!
Jenny Potts

DAMAGE IN THE HUT
Friday, 9 November 2018
Some FOOL put a so-called spent firework on the fire in the
common room last weekend and went away and left it to burn!
Thank goodness the fireguard was left in front of the fire
because the thing exploded and covered the whole room in
pulverised ash and bits. I arrived this afternoon and it took me
30 mins of hard work to clean ash off furniture, fireplace top,
tables, floors etc.
What prat did that and left it for someone else to find and clear
up. There was a very real fire risk!!!
Ken put the used fireworks outside to burn later and some
idiot brought them back in again and was daft enough to put
one on the fire. And then went away and left it to burn!
Jenny Potts

NB: Please note that until further notice, DCA have
requested that cavers do not go into Masson Mine until
access is sorted out! Ed

ROWTER HOLE
Saturday, 6 October 2018
A trip into the ‘new’ extensions. We took enough rope to rig
everything, but in fact most of the cave was still rigged. The
first ‘new’ pitches beyond the boulder choke are large and
impressive.
The Ice Cream Trail is quite tight and arduous, with one
committing head first short rope pitch after a squeeze. Sods
law - the 50m pitch down into the Crystal Orechasm was not
rigged, and by then the rope we brought in was far behind and
going out!
The route upwards was rigged, but we did not try that route
due to time and enthusiasm.
Exit along the Ice Cream Trail was hard work, a relief to
regain the larger main pitches.
TUG: ~5 hours - Pete Wagstaff, Keith Slatcher, Paul Thorne,
Sam Garrad, Gareth Harrison & Joseph Fonlupt (from France)
Paul Thorne

COTTAGE WORK
Sunday, 18 November 2018
Fitted new ‘fire escape’ ladder into visitors dorm. It may need
a couple of handles placed on the wall to assist swinging legs
out of window onto rungs.
Drilled holes for mounting two substantial rings into wall in
members’ dorm, but epoxy had run out, so will buy some
more then fit.
Ken will make box and I will laminate instructions, but
basically it is throw out of open window and descend.
Pete Wag & Dick Marley

WATER ICICLE

P8

Monday, 15 October 2018
A scientific trip. The objectives to review evidence of
cryogenic history, to film the sampling of cryogenic deposits,
calcite age and dimension of the complex evidence of the
cave’s history.
It was a profoundly interesting event. The quantity of
cryogenic calcite was interesting as was its distribution.
Discussion on cryofracture and speleogenesis were recorded
and will be in a film that will be presented, with a report for
discussion, to Orpheus, hopefully in March 2019. Dates of
samples may become available around that date too.
We wish to thank Orpheus for this find and the use of the
cottage for recuperation!
Antonia & Andy Freem (SWCC), John Gunn, Gina Moseley,
Alan Brentnall (leader) and Dave Sheersmith.
Andy & Antonia Freem

Sunday, 2 December 2018
Damp morning with cloud covering Rushup Edge and drizzle
adding to the P8 stream that sprayed us as we descended.
Traversed up too soon to find the higher route, so returned to
the stream and I climbed up the next access point whilst Andy
went to the third access point before Idiot’s Leap. I descended
about 10m past Idiot’s Leap whilst Andy descended into the
pool at the bottom of Idiot’s Leap. Which one is Boney Pitch?
[Pete, I believe it’s where Andy landed, just around the corner
from the Idiot’s Leap waterfall. Ed]
Anyhow, squeezed up to the high level route at the first pitch
and then actually descended the true second pitch. Actually
got wet as I class this pitch as a left-hand pitch, most of the
ledges need the right hand. Down to the sump then up Old
Man’s Rift up to the future connection to Mud Hall!! Nice
slide down, then to the upstream sump, then returned out to a
dry, brighter day. Good workout.
TUG: 3 hrs - Pete Wagstaff & Andy Cavill
Pete Wagstaff
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LIBRARY ADDITIONS TO OCTOBER 2018
Periodicals
Originator

Title

Brit. Cave Res. Assn.
Brit. Cave Res. Assn.
Cave Diving Group

Annual Review
Trans. (Cave &
Karst Science)
Newsletter

Chelsea Spel. Soc.

Newsletter

Council of Northern Caving Clubs
Descent

Newsletter

Féderation Française de Spéléologie
Féderation Française de Spéléologie et
Association Français de Karstologie
Grampian Spel. Group

Spelunca
Karstologia

Speleogica Societa Italiana
Univ. Bristol Spel. Soc.

Speleologia
Proceedings

Vol.

Bulletin, 5th. Ser.

No.

Date

45

2

2017
2018 August

60

Nos.
202-207
208
209
4/5/6

60

7/8/9
8
263
264
50
44

Jan 2017 to
April 2018
2018 July
2018 Oct
2018
Apr/May/June
2018
Jul/Aug/Sept
2018 August
2018 Aug/Sept
2018 Oct/Nov
1993 Juin
2004 2nd. Sem.

2

5

2018 Oct

27

79
3

2018 July
2018

Vol.

No.

Date

128

2017 August

129

2017 September

130

2017 October

4-6

2017 April-June

ISSN

Missing

0242-1771
0751-7688
2 copies
0474-9761
0373-7527

Orpheus Publications
Originator

Title

Orpheus Caving Club

Bulletin

Orpheus Caving Club

Newsletter

52

Do you cave regularly with the club?
Did you know there is a circulation list for emailing all regular cavers at the same time?
If you are interested in joining this mailing list – bearing in mind that you will receive

EVERY email sent! – please contact Paul Lydon at paul@potholer.org and he will add you
to the list and give you the email address to use.
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OCC COMMITTEE & OFFICERS 2019

The OCC Committee

Representatives & Keyholders

Chairman: Jenny Potts
chairman@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

OCC Rep to DCA Meetings:
Karen Slatcher

Secretary: Chris Jackson
secretary@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

OCC Rep to BCRA Meetings:
Jenny Potts

Treasurer: Tricia Webber
treasurer@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

OCC Rep to BCA Meetings:
Jenny Potts

Librarian: Simon Brooks
librarian@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

OCC Rep to DCRO Meetings:

Hostel Warden: Pete Wagstaff

Paul Lydon

lynnandpete@cavexmine.co.uk

Tackle Master: Keith Slatcher

Tackle Store Keys held by:

rooneytoons@ntlworld.com

Ken Morton, Simon Brooks
Pete Wagstaff, Paul Lydon
Keith Slatcher, Chris Jackson
& Phil Wall

Caving Secretary: Dave Philips
caving@rollsroyce16.plus.com

Committee Members:

Library Cupboard Keys held by:

Doug Hobbs:
doughobbs@gmail.com

Potts, Simon Brooks
Doug Hobbs, Pete Wagstaff
Keith Slatcher, Karen Slatcher
Charlotte Heaton

Paul Lydon:
paul@potholer.org

OCC Gear Cupboard Keys held by:

Cottage Booking Secretary: Jenny Potts

Ken Morton, Pete Wagstaff
Paul Lydon, Keith Slatcher

bookings@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

THE NEXT ISSUE OF THE NEWSLETTER IS PLANNED TO BE VOL 54, NO 1-3, JANUARY-MARCH 2019
Please bear in mind that without your write-ups and articles, there will be very little to send out (and I haven’t been caving in recent
months so I can’t even fall back on my own reports!), so I will be nagging for write-ups if you’ve promised to do them!
B&W surveys and maps are welcome, as are B&W drawings. We are usually limited to 4 pages of colour photos or maps per
issue, but please send them in regardless – if there are enough you may get a centre spread as well. If you can email your article
that would be really helpful, but I’ll happily accept contributions scribbled on the back of a beer mat!
Please send your contributions by email to newsletter@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk or by post, handwritten or typed to:
Karen Slatcher, Kirby House, Main Street, Winster, MATLOCK, Derbyshire DE4 2DH

www.orpheuscavingclub.org.uk
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GREAT ROCKS DALE (NORTH) QUARRY CAVE

Great Rocks Dale (North) Quarry Cave
Photos: Simon Brooks
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NEW CAVES IN THE WORMHILL AREA

Small Knowle End Quarry Cave/Pot
Photos: Simon Brooks
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